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RCBz (St. Cloud. Minnesota, USA) 
the very talented but elusive RCBz. 
 

BIOGRAPHY / RCBz Born: 1948, Minnesota (USA), perhaps? 

RCBz has become the Yeti of Mail Art. There are hints that he really exists but sightings have 
become less and less frequent. RCBz has always lived in anonymity, he is a sort of mysterious 
Banksy of international postal art, though much more creative than the well-known Billboard 
poster designer and advertiser. 

In the world of art it looks like a meteor appeared and then suddenly vanished into thin air. He is 
considered by many to be one of the best digital collage makers around in the world. We know 
very little about this artist and there is still no trace of a possible biography that can reveal 
anything more to us. It is known that he lives in Minnesota (USA). Just this. We don't know his real 
face and we don't know anything about what drives him to create these mischievous and 
extraordinary imaginative compositions. There is no critical page or even a personal site where 
you can learn more and see his works. We only know that some works of recent years are present 
on: https://www.collezionebongianiartmuseum.it/sala.php?id=73, and in the Bongiani Art 
Museum Collection of Salerno in Italy. 

The only thing we found by chance is a brief confession he made to a friend in which he writes: “I 
was born east of the East River to the murmuring anxiety of waning victory celebrations, bathed in 
commercially funded electro-magnetic mythologies, bound by beneficent indifference to flit, flail, 
and fritter my way through atavistic Alexandrian scrolls, I am no artist; I am no scholar; I am a 
weak lunatic pulse surfing the intellectual float.   

An urgent appeal to all, if anyone has any more news of this "Utamaro of the imagination" let us 
know !!! Thank you. 


